How to join our project?

The measure
we’ve done there

What is “ESP”?

ESP is the project aims to share and solve the
common problems between East African savanna
and hilly and mountainous areas (satoyama) of
Japan. Please join us! This is an open project
beyond every borders. We, the students of
University of Shizuoka take an initiative of this
project. As the first step to share our project to
everyone, we made this leaflet.
E-mail : seminar.konaka [at] gmail.com

Scarecrows are the traditional Japanese means of
preventing animal damage and as well capsaicin nets
(containing red peppers to repel animals).
To tell the truth, both of them are also very useful on
Maasai Mara. Thanks to these tools, damage from baboons,
monkeys and antelopes has declined. In respect to capsaicin
nets, they reduce damage by 70 % when in use.

Ⅱ. Defense Barrier ＆ Animal Flush light

Both scarecrows and capsaicin nets can be purchased in
Japan and are very useful damage deterrents.
Although these devices are used in Japan against
damage from deer, on the Maasai Mara they can also be
used against hyenas and leopards. Thanks to them,
nighttime attacks on livestock have declined.

ESP

E-Satoyama Project

-Animal Damages and Education-

In order to give the devices introduced before,
we need your help. After you finished reading this
leaflet and agree with our project, please put
money into the box. All donations will be used
for purchases to prevent animal damage.
Your donation will bring a big change on
Maasai Mara.

The Issues on Maasai Mara

Ⅰ. Scarecrow ＆Capsaicin Net

Human suffering

The damage on the field
≪Agriculture on Maasai Mara ≫

The problem
on the school road

The picture on the left is of a man
who has an injured arm and head.
This man was attacked by a lion
while tending his live stock at
night. After the attack, he went
to the hospital, a journey that
took 5 hours.

The picture of the man on the right
also suffered injury to his arm from
a leopard attack
while tending to his livestock.
In addition, injury to his right calf
resulted in medical expenses of
thirty thousand Kenya Shillings.

Did you know that people in Maasai Mara farm the land?
Agriculture is an important income source for them.
They cultivate a range of crops, including kale and
passion fruits and so on.

Education has grown in popularity
among the students in Maasai Mara.
Many students greatly enjoy the school experience.
However, there are only a few schools and they are
remote from most students, who must travel an hour
or so to attend and often encounter dangerous
animals enroute.

≪The damaged crops≫

≪Animals on the school road≫

Beyond that, there are those who die from buffalo
horn injuries and elephant charges.
The suffering from animal attacks is serious.

－The measure on Maasai Mara－
Elephant：setting fire or making a noise
especially,
Leopard:：focusing the spot light on
（…Only the night）

However, it’s not enough!!

The crops that Maasai people cultivate are seriously
damaged by animals, much the same as hilly and
mountainous areas of Japan. The above picture is kale
damaged by animals, especially hedgehogs, monkeys,
baboons and antelopes.

On school roads, students encounter and are often
attacked by dangerous animals such as buffalos and
elephants, sometimes resulting in death.

